
‘Teaching is a creative profession, not a delivery system. Great teachers do pass on information, but what great 

teachers also do is mentor, stimulate, provoke and engage.’ Ken Robinson

My name is Karen Draper, accredited Master Trainer for the ‘Six Thinking Hats for Schools’ and contributor to 

the newly published (January 2023) ‘The Six Thinking Hats for Schools and Families’  

Purpose – to encourage professional curiosity and inspiration. Through a bespoke approach to professional learning, I offer an opportunity 

to share my passion for developing thinking in learners, no matter their age or experience. 

Value – A unique offer that includes a full day of interactive learning and planning, a half day sharing implementation experience, a half an hour 121 coaching session

for each delegate, a 6-week opportunity for delegates to access ongoing virtual support as needed to implement their plan. Through my extensive experience as a

teacher, leader, adviser, inspector and coach, I will share a programme that enables you to succeed. Lunch will be included.

Sustainability – Qualified teachers will become accredited by de Bono to teach ‘The Six Thinking Hats’ to children and support others in their school to

embed that thinking and practice, using a designated badge to promote their services. The accreditation includes an opportunity to discover alongside

other teachers, celebrate and share success and receive the newly published guidance handbook as part of the process.

Mobile: 07375 840 242 or email me at Karen@synergies-coaching.co.uk for more information, I look forward to speaking with you

De Bono’s ‘Six Thinking Hats for Schools Accreditation’ A bespoke and empowering programme that enables qualified teachers to transform 

thinking in their classrooms and across their school

‘The quality of our thinking will determine the quality of our future’ - Dr Edward de Bono

In this increasingly complex world, we have a responsibility to develop thinkers, brave courageous thinkers across our schools. So why 
use De Bono’s Six Thinking Hats?

• A motivating, robust and colourful way to teach, promote and nurture thinking across learning environments.
• A simple system, helping learners to enjoy becoming more adept thinkers. 
• A purposeful and inclusive model, where pupils who struggle with the more traditional skills become confident and playful, 

articulate their own thinking and respond to the thinking of others with greater independence and efficiency.
• Approaches that are not subject specific and so do not become outdated due to curriculum or contextual change.

https://www.lulu.com/shop/chan-yin-and-elisa-garis-and-edward-de-bono-and-karen-draper/six-thinking-hats-for-schools-and-families/paperback/product-zg25dz.html?page=1&pageSize=4
mailto:Karen@synergies-coaching.co.uk?subject=Six%20Thinking%20Hats%20Teacher%20Accreditation
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